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aBstract: In.an.article.published.in.Prolegomena.2006,.Christoph.Schmidt-Petri.
has.defended.his.interpretation.and.attacked.mine.of.Mill’s.idea.that.higher.kinds.
of. pleasure. are. superior. in. quality. to. lower.kinds,. regardless. of. quantity .Mil-
lian. qualitative. superiorities. as. I. understand. them. are. infinite. superiorities . In.
this.paper,.I.clarify.my.interpretation.and.show.how.Schmidt-Petri.has.misrep-


















2.Riley. (2003),. commenting. critically. on. Schmidt-Petri. (2003) . I. indicated. at. that.
time.that.certain.aspects.of.his.interpretation.remained.ambiguous,.in.particular,.his.under-
standing.of.“pleasure” 

















infinitely. superior. to. any.competing.kinds . I. conclude.by. re-examining.
Schmidt-Petri’s. interpretation. of. qualitative. superiorities,. which. he. has.
now.clarified .I.argue.that.his.conventional.idea.of.“quality”.is.not.Mill’s,.
that. the.conventional. idea.is.properly.an.idea.of.“quantity”,.and.that,. if.
the.conventional.idea.were.all.that.Mill.had.in.mind,.there.would.never.






 2. Qualitative Superiorities as Infinite Superiorities
Mill.tells.us.in.Utilitarianism.II.5–8.what.he.means.by.difference.of.qual-















If.one.of. the. two. is,.by. those.who.are.competently.acquainted.with.both,.
placed.so.far.above.the.other.that.they.prefer.it.[…].and.would not resign it 





















































In.effect,.Mill’s.hedonistic. innovation. is. to.enlarge. the.meaning.of.
“intensity”.so.that.it.covers.not.only.the.finite.superiority.of.a.larger.quan-







































































as. infinite. superiorities. at. some. length.because.Schmidt-Petri. evidently.
misunderstands.it 6.For.some.reason,.he.seriously.misleads.the.reader.into.



























(2006,.pp .166,.168) .Not.only.do.I. reject.PME,.but. I.would.also.modify.his.condition.








torial.Notes”.to.the.second.edition.of.his.father.James.Mill’s.Analysis of the Phenomena of 
the Human Mind,.XXXI,.pp .202–203;.and.Mill,.“Bain’s.Psychology”,.XI,.pp .346–347 
























































in.psychology).becomes.a.real.difference.in.kind .The.claim.assumes. that 
character of absoluteness, that apparent infinity, and incommensurability 
with all other considerations,.which.constitute.the.distinction.between.the.
feeling.of. right.and.wrong.and. that.of.ordinary.expediency.and. inexpedi-
ency .(ibid,.my.emphasis)

















also.maximized,.because.equal rights are distributed to all .Codes. that.
distribute.equal.rights.are.the.sole.source.of.the.higher.pleasure.of.security.
associated. with. the. moral. sentiment. of. justice . No. competing. kinds. of.
pleasures.should.ever.override.this.enjoyable.feeling.of.security.according.

































rights .He.can. reasonably. refuse. to.waive.his. rights. even. if. that.would.
promote.others’.happiness,.including.their.own.feelings.of.security.(made.
possible.by.their.rights),.as.well.as.their.other.kinds.of.pleasant.feelings .




for. his. vital. concerns .The. uncertainty. of. human. affairs. renders. such. absolute. security.
impossible 
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reasonably.consider.his.feeling.of.security.as.a.permanent.kind.of.pleasure.
that.can.always.be.fully.enjoyed.in.harmony.with.the.similar.feelings.of.
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provides.significant.insights.into.the.peculiar.structure.of.Mill’s.qualita-
tive.hedonistic.utilitarianism 13.However. that.may.be,. it. is. striking. that.














 4. Schmidt-Petri’s Reduction of Quality to Quantity
One.way.to.defuse.the.objection.that.Mill.never.says.(and.seems.clearly.
to.reject).that.higher.pleasure.should.ever.be.sacrificed.for.lower.pleasure.














it.(Utilitarianism,.X,.pp .217–8;.Auguste Comte and Positivism,.X,.pp .337–340) .The.pur-
suit.of.a.certain.Periclean.ideal.of.self-development.may.also.bring.such.aesthetic.pleasure.






departments.of.prudence,.morality.and.aesthetics.(System of Logic,.VIII,.pp .949–952) .It.
is.not.merely.a.doctrine.of.morality.inapplicable.to.aesthetics 





How,. then,. does. Schmidt-Petri. interpret. “quality”. of. pleasure. and.
propose. to. distinguish. it. from. “quantity”?. In. his. view,. “‘quantity’. […].
measures.the.number.of.pleasures.(how.many.there.are)”,.where.“pleas-
ures”.are.understood.as.the.objects.or.activities.which.are.the.sources.of.













donism,. in.which.pleasant. feelings.may.differ. in.quantity.but.display.a.














that.gives. the.second-largest.quantity,.and.so. forth.down. to.source. that.
yields.the.smallest.amount.of.pleasant.feeling,.we.can.capture.Schmidt-
Petri’s.“quality”.aspect .A. rational.agent.who.chooses. the.object.or.ac-
tivity. (or. outcome). that. sits. at. the. top. of. his. single. preference. ranking.
maximizes.his.pleasant.feeling.or.satisfaction.both.in.terms.of.“quantity”.
and.“quality”.thus.understood 





emphasizes. that. this. is.“the.way.we.use. the.word. ‘quality’.most.of. the.








If. we. fiddle. with. the. definition. of. the. sources. by. comparing,. say,.
one.Toyota.against.two.Hyundais,.we.can.even.show.that.a.rational.agent.
will.sacrifice.a.higher-quality.source.or.“pleasure”.to.get.a.lower-quality.
“pleasure”.because such a sacrifice yields him a larger quantity of the one 



















14.Similarly,. if. the. sources. of. pleasant. feeling. are. defined. as. bundles. of. different.
objects.and.activities,.then.it.is.still.the.case.that.an.optimal.bundle.sits.at.the.top.of.the.
rational. agent’s. preference. ranking . He. chooses. the. bundle. or. mixture. of. things. which.
yields.him.the.most.happiness 
15.See.e g .Riley.(2009) 
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Ordinal. rankings. are. sometimes. even. referred. to. as. “qualitative”. rank-
ings,.in.contrast.to.cardinal.rankings,.whose.greater.precision.about.how.
much.a.person.prefers.Toyotas.over.Hyundais.is.thought.to.entitle.them.

























In. response. to. my. complaint. that. his. interpretation. cannot. capture.
genuine. Millian. qualitative. superiorities. because. it. reduces. quality. to.
quantity,.Schmidt-Petri.(2006,.p .176).in.effect.shrugs.off.and.even.dis-




16.For. further. discussion. of. genuine. Millian. qualitative. superiorities. and. assorted.
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upon.Bentham’s.version .Riley.(1998,.pp .3–27).provides.a.summary 
18.This. sort. of. objection. is. not. restricted. to. a. hedonistic. conception. of. utility .An.
analogous.objection.can.be.stated.in.terms.of.any.conception.of.utility 
19.Moore.(1959),.p .78 






















(p . 167,. original. emphasis) . In. his. view,. the. relevant. passage. “is. about.
epistemology,.and.not.about.the.metaphysics,.of.pleasures”.(ibid) 
But.this.accusation.that.my.interpretation.presupposes.metaphysical.
essences. is. a. red.herring .Rejection.of. the.essentialist. reading.does.not.
require.adoption.of.Schmidt-Petri’s.“usual”.reading.of.quality;.there.are.
other.ways.to.read.quality .Mill.clearly.rejects.all.talk.of.“essences”,.un-




warranted. by. the. available. scientific. evidence 20. By. implication,. when.





20.See,.especially,.Mill,.Auguste Comte and Positivism,.X,.pp .267–298 .Mill.gener-
ally.remains.agnostic.about.the.possibility.of.a.fundamental.ontology 













abstract. idea. of. what. pleasant. feeling. is . But. which. idea. is. warranted?.





alone. is.valuable. in. itself. and,.by.assumption,.pleasant. feelings.always.
feel.similar.in.nature .To.assert.propositions.about.quantities,.the.rational.
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